ABSTRACT

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) has been largely attributed to antimicrobial use (AMU). To achieve judicious AMU, much research and many policies focus on knowledge translation and behavioral change mechanisms. To address knowledge gaps in contextual drivers of decisions made by dairy farmers concerning AMU, we conducted ethnographic fieldwork to investigate one community’s understanding of AMU, AMR, and associated regulations in the dairy industry in Alberta, Canada. This included participation in on-farm activities and observations of relevant interactions on dairy farms in central Alberta for 4 mo. Interviews were conducted with 25 dairy farmers. The interviews were analyzed using thematic analysis and yielded several key findings. Many dairy farmers in this sample: (1) value their autonomy and hope to maintain agency regarding AMU; (2) have shared cultural and immigrant identities which may inform their perspectives of future AMU regulation as it relates to their farming autonomy; (3) feel that certain AMU policies implemented in other contexts would be impractical in Alberta and would constrain their freedom to make what they perceive to be the best animal welfare decisions; (4) believe that their knowledge and experience are undervalued by consumers and policy makers; (5) are concerned that the public does not have a complex understanding of dairy farming and, consequently, worry that AMU policy will be based on misguided consumer concerns; and (6) are variably skeptical of a link between AMU in dairy cattle and AMR in humans due to their strict adherence to milk safety protocols that is driven by their genuine care for the integrity of the product. A better understanding of the sociocultural and political-economic infrastructure that supports such perceptions is warranted and should inform efforts to improve AMU stewardship and future policies regarding AMU.
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INTRODUCTION

Use of antimicrobials plays a major role in prevention and control of infectious diseases in food-producing animals including dairy cattle (Tang et al., 2017). There is, however, evidence that antimicrobial use (AMU) in livestock contributes to selection of novel strains of bacteria with antimicrobial resistance (AMR) that have the potential to cross over to human pathogens (Laxminarayan et al., 2016; Robinson et al., 2016; Wall et al., 2016). There are also multidrug-resistant genes in many shared human-animal-environmental pathogens (Robinson et al., 2016). Direct links between AMU in animals and AMR in humans remain unclear (Tang et al., 2017), with some regarding the association as uncertain or indirect (Wall et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2017). Other studies consider food animals a route of exposure (Woolhouse and Ward, 2013) and environmental sources (manure spread, hospital waste, water treatment plants, and so on) as important contributors (Woolhouse and Ward, 2013; Laxminarayan et al., 2016; Robinson et al., 2016; Wall et al., 2016).

Given potential associations between AMU on farms and emergence of AMR strains of bacteria in livestock and humans, research and policies have focused on knowledge translation and behavioral change mechanisms to reduce AMU across all health sectors (Raymond et al., 2006; Friedman et al., 2007; Charani et al., 2011), with only marginal success. For example, although farmers in Washington state concluded that educational interventions reduced AMU, objective analyses indicated no
post-intervention reduction in AMU (Raymond et al., 2006). These interventions may be compromised by the assumption that people are rational actors (Jansen and Lam, 2012), despite an abundance of social and veterinary science findings to the contrary (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Thaler, 1980; Tversky and Kahneman, 1981; Jansen et al., 2010; Lam et al., 2011). Decisions arise from a complex and dynamic mix of reason and intuition, informed by context, biology, and anticipated outcomes (Thaler, 1980; ESRC Working Group, 2014; Sapolsky, 2017). Therefore, abundant evidence from experts regarding AMU may have limited effect on behavior if local perspectives are ignored (Craig et al., 2018). The efficacy of policy guided by local context is evident in the Netherlands, where the RESET Mindset Model, which incorporated local perspectives on AMU among farmers, in combination with AMU reductions required by legislation, achieved a sustained 47% decrease in AMU between 2009 and 2015 (Lam et al., 2017).

Despite substantial literature on farmers’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices concerning AMU (Hockenhuber et al., 2017; Higham et al., 2018; Parkunan et al., 2019; Vasquez et al., 2019; Chan et al., 2020) and a rapidly growing body of literature on the importance of collective systems in AMU decision-making in other farming sectors (e.g., broiler chickens; Adam et al., 2020), there is still a paucity of literature that provides an in-depth understanding of the context in which AMU decisions are made or that looks beyond behavior of individual dairy farmers. Some exceptions include work conducted with dairy farmers in Sweden, Ontario (Canada) and the UK, which acknowledge the importance of context, recognizing that behavior is built upon a socially-constructed foundation (Cobo-Angel et al., 2021; Cobo-Angel et al., 2022; Fischer et al., 2019; Rees et al., 2021a). However, contextualized understandings of dairy farmers’ perspectives on AMU and prospective regulation in Alberta have yet to be considered. To begin to address this knowledge gap and inform public policy, the objective of this study was to elucidate perceptions of one community of Albertan dairy farmers regarding AMU and AMR within their broader context using anthropological methods.

Antimicrobial resistance is at the human-animal-environmental nexus, rendering it a quintessential One Health issue (McCubbin et al., 2021), best informed by synthesis of input from biomedical and social sciences (Zinsstag et al., 2009; Craddock and Hinchliffe, 2015; Brown and Nading, 2019). Many people, including farmers, veterinarians, and physicians, hold deeply ingrained beliefs that guide AMU practices (ESRC Working Group, 2014). As noted above, effective, sustainable AMU policy must be informed by an understanding of how antimicrobials are perceived and used within target communities (ESRC Working Group, 2014). As other studies have noted, effective stewardship cannot be separated from the contexts in which practices are occurring (Kirchhelle et al., 2020; Rees et al., 2021a). Anthropology has the potential to provide such context via ethnographic fieldwork (Vayda, 1983). Such fieldwork entails prolonged, immersive interactions with the people of interest that can, in turn, generate an understanding of variables affecting behavior (Schultz and Lavenda, 2009). In this study, anthropological immersion by the first author (JAI) into the lives of those interacting with, caring for, and medically treating dairy cows, provided insights on the context shaping on-farm AMU with the potential to guide relevant policy.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This study was reviewed and approved by the University of Calgary Conjoint Faculties Research Ethics Board (study ID number REB18-0795).

**Positionality Statement**

Because ethnographic fieldwork draws together individuals with distinct cultural backgrounds and places them in a context together (Schultz and Lavenda, 2009), it is important to understand the identity and the culture of the researcher. The background of the researcher has shaped her worldview and consequently had some effect on her interactions with community members as well as her interpretation of the information gleaned through the fieldwork.

At the time of the study, the first author, JAI, was 30 years old. She was an MSc student in the Department of Production Animal Health in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Calgary. She previously completed a master’s in anthropology at University of Colorado Boulder. Before that, she completed a bachelor’s at Wagner College in New York, New York, where she majored in anthropology and minored in microbiology and Spanish. Her multidisciplinary background spans the natural and social sciences and so made her uniquely positioned to carry out this project. She was born and raised in Staten Island, New York, a borough of New York City, New York. Although having grown up in a politically conservative borough, she identifies as liberal. At the time of the study, she had some clinical veterinary experience, but no previous experience with dairy cattle, farming, or medicine in intensive farming systems. Because she is not from an agricultural background, she was able to begin her fieldwork as a nonexpert, acknowledging the importance of the farmers’ knowledge and experience. She culturally identifies as Italian American. She was
raised Catholic, although at the time of the study did not regularly engage in religious activities. Her parents refrained from overuse of Western medicine during her early childhood, promoted alternative forms of care and were particularly cautious about antibiotic use. Last, the researcher does not consume most dairy products due to a food intolerance and so is not currently a regular part of the consumer population.

Characteristics of Dairy Farming in Alberta

At the time of this study, the Alberta dairy industry consisted of 512 dairy farms with an average of 156 cows per herd. Eighty percent of the dairy farms were family-owned and operated, 20% of the farms were part of a Hutterite colony (Alberta Milk, Edmonton, AB, Canada). On approximately all Alberta farms, cows were housed all year inside a barn, and on most (93%) of the farms, cows were housed in a freestall barn (Canadian Dairy Information Centre, 2020). The predominant cattle breed used was Holstein (Alberta Milk, AB, Canada).

Sampling and Study Site

Field Site. Ethnographic data were collected by the first author (JAI) over a period of 4 mo in a small agricultural community in south-central Alberta, with a population of approximately 7,229 (Census Profile, 2016). While there, JAI resided with a dairy farming family during several homestays (cumulation of 11 d in Summer 2018) before commencement of interviews and, subsequently, with a veterinarian who practiced at the local, mixed-animal clinic for a period of 3.5 mo (January–April 2019).

Source Population. All dairy farmers in central Alberta, including immediate adult family members of the primary owners, were eligible. Study participants came from dairy farms within 135 km of the focal community. The observational sample also included other individuals involved in on-farm work, including milkers, hoof trimmers, veterinarians, and others in the broader community.

Sampling Strategy. Author JAI used snowball sampling to recruit participants. Initially, co-author HWB introduced JAI to a dairy farmer. This farmer subsequently introduced JAI to their veterinarian and other dairy farmers. JAI also recruited participants by accompanying veterinarians on farm visits.

Sample Size. Author JAI interviewed 25 dairy farm owners. In 10 (40%) of the interviews, children, parents, or in-laws also participated. JAI also engaged in informal discussions with 12 additional dairy farmers during herd health visits. These 12 dairy farmers were in addition to the 25 interviewed. Of the 25 dairy farmers interviewed, 7 (28%) were included in the participant and direct observation aspects of the study, based on participants’ interest. This resulted in approximately 3 d on each of the 7 farms (plus additional days that included farm tours of all 25 farms, lunch visits, caretaking of children, herd health exams, and the homestays). In addition, JAI also conducted participant and direct observation with veterinarians, hoof trimmers, on-farm employees (milkers, DHI personnel, AI or genetics company technicians), and other members of the broader community. JAI also engaged in participant and direct observation during 3 community events, 2 hoof trimming visits, 6 religious services with 2 congregations, 23 herd health exams, and 1 antimicrobial workshop.

Data Collection

Three categories of ethnographic research were used: participant observation, direct observation, and open-ended interviews.

Participant Observation. Participant observation, a key data collection method used in ethnographic fieldwork, requires the researcher to participate in daily chores, activities, and social events (Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007; Schultz and Lavenda, 2009). Consequently, the researcher is able to “absorb their mode of reasoning” and gain understanding of family dynamics and values (Opala and Boillot, 1996). In this study, observations occurred on dairy farms and at community events. Research settings included barns, farm fields, homes, community centers, and churches. This involved participating in daily farm routines, including milking cows, bottle-feeding calves, cleaning pens, and delivering feed, whereas home duties included childcare, cooking, and gardening. Author JAI also attended events hosted by a local community group (i.e., a pancake breakfast, hockey game, and barn tour). As well, after being invited by members of 2 congregations, JAI attended Sunday church services.

Direct Observation. Author JAI also directly observed participants to understand behavior in context (Schultz and Lavenda, 2009) and to compare what people say and what they do (Gobo, 2008). Unlike participant observation, during direct observation, the researcher does not participate, but simply observes. In this study, direct observation consisted of observation of on-farm activities, including crop-related activities, treatment of sick cows and calves, surgeries, calf euthanasia, necropsies, calvings, milking procedures for cows given antimicrobials, dry cow treatment (DCT), hoof trimming, and herd health examinations. Observation was ~3 d on each of the 7 farms. Each daily visit lasted 4 to 8 h, depending on the farmer’s schedule and support. Additionally, JAI toured all 25 farms and a
Hutterite colony where dairy farming occurred. Observations were recorded as fieldnotes.

Open-Ended Interviews. Open-ended, semi-structured interviews were conducted (Bernard, 2011). The interview guide was reviewed by co-authors for suitability and tested and validated by a farmer external to the study to ensure that questions were appropriate. Interviews lasted 1 to 4.5 h, (average, 1.6 h). Key topics included, but were not limited to concerns and perceptions regarding reductions in AMU and increased regulation of antimicrobials, perceptions of AMR, and perceived risks of adopting new protocols. Areas for increased antimicrobial stewardship and potential pathways for collaboration with veterinarians and hoof trimmers were discussed. Additionally, information regarding belief systems and lived experiences was gathered in interviews. Participants each received an anonymous participant ID and are referred to in the paper as P#.

Fieldnotes. During the initial homestays, fieldnotes were recorded each day. During the latter data collection period, fieldnotes were recorded approximately every 4 d.

Analyses

Analysis of Interviews. Interviews were audio-recorded, then transcribed by a professional transcriptionist. Thematic analysis was used to analyze the 25 interviews (Bernard et al., 2017). The thematic analysis was conducted in 4 broad steps:

1) Familiarization with the data: Transcripts and fieldnotes were reviewed by JAI; audio recordings were listened to closely; transcripts were verified against audio recordings; and detailed notes were recorded for each interview and summarized.

2) Coding and organization: Codes were identified as phrases, or a few words, that described values and beliefs regarding AMU, AMR, and regulation (Bernard et al., 2017). JAI coded the first 9 transcripts and formed the basis of the original codebook. The original codebook was applied to the additional 16 transcripts by ERR, KDM, and JAI using NVivo (QSR International Pty Ltd. Version 12, Burlington, MA). ERR, KDM, and JAI discussed the codebook, emergent themes, and reviewed for intercoder reliability. Disagreements and suggestions for altering the codes were discussed by coders and the codebook was adapted accordingly. Following this process, the first 9 transcripts were reviewed using the final codebook.

3) Generation of themes: Ideas generated from the codes were grouped into themes and subthemes and further organized by JAI and HWB, following a latent, rather than semantic approach. That is, themes were not solely descriptive in nature, but also took into consideration underlying ideas potentially informing participants’ responses.

4) Reporting: Quotes were extracted to provide concrete examples of themes.

Analysis of Ethnographic Data. Fieldnotes based on observations and informal discussions were transcribed from handwritten fieldnotes and organized to contextualize and inform interview data and to provide a holistic account of the social context of AMU by the dairy farmers of this region (Gertz, 1973). The ethnographic fieldwork served as a means by which to understand the most salient findings of the interviews and how the perceptions described in the interviews related to the values, lived experience, and broader context of the producers.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics

All farms in this sample had connections to dairy farming through family lineage (with at least 3 extending back <4 generations and 1 to the 17th century; Table 1), many of which had either direct European heritage (immigrated from the Netherlands or Switzerland) or were descendants of European immigrants (parents, grandparents, or great-grandparents from the Netherlands or Switzerland). All farmers in this study identified their farms as nonorganic, family farms. Additional data on participating farms and producers provided in Tables 1 and 2.

Context

An overview of the context is described below to provide further understanding of the lived experience of the farmer in this particular dairy farming community.

Supply Management System

A distinguishing feature of the Canadian dairy industry is supply management. Throughout interviews, farmers frequently mentioned supply management, sharing how they have fought to retain it, as it provided economic stability. One farmer noted that the stability guaranteed by supply management emboldened him to take on greater challenges and risks (e.g., making changes to housing).
Table 1. Descriptive summary of personal attributes and background of dairy farmers included in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm</th>
<th>No. interviewed participants</th>
<th>Age (yr)</th>
<th>Sex (M = male; F = female)</th>
<th>Post-secondary education (Y = yes; N = no)</th>
<th>Dairy farming background</th>
<th>Immigrated to Canada (Y = yes; N = no; P = parents; G = grandparents; GG = great-grandparents immigrated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>20 yr farming; can be traced back 2 generations; father and grandfather farmed</td>
<td>P (father immigrated from Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>2 (husband, wife)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1 participant: 16 yr farming; can be traced back 2 generations</td>
<td>Y (18 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>4 (husband: primary interviewee; wife, father-in-law, mother-in-law also present and engaged)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>10 yr farming; can be traced back 3 generations</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Farming entire life; can be traced back 1 generation</td>
<td>P (39 yr ago; Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>3 (husband, wife, husband’s father, equal participation)</td>
<td>30; 29; 61</td>
<td>M; F; M</td>
<td>Y; Y</td>
<td>Farming 10, 1, and 43 years, respectively; can be traced back 1 generation</td>
<td>2 participants: Y (17 yr ago; Netherlands); 1 participant: N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Farming entire life; can be traced back 4 generations</td>
<td>Y (26 yr ago; Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>1 (wife was primary interviewee; husband present)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>23 yr farming; can be traced back before 1600</td>
<td>Y (23 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>10 yr farming; can be traced back 4 generations</td>
<td>Y (28 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>20 yr farming; can be traced back to 1950s; grandparents and parents; parents started in 1972, still farming in the Netherlands</td>
<td>Y (22 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Can be traced multiple generations from both maternal and paternal side</td>
<td>Y (23 yr ago; Switzerland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>15 yr farming; from dairy farming background</td>
<td>Y (12 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>17–18 yr farming; can be traced back 3 generations</td>
<td>Y (21 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>2 (husband, wife)</td>
<td>38; 38</td>
<td>M; F</td>
<td>Y; Y</td>
<td>18 yr farming; can be traced back 3 generations for 1 participant</td>
<td>1 participant: GG (Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>12 yr (own) and 20 yr total experience; can be traced back to start of family history</td>
<td>Y (1.5 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>7 yr farming; can be traced back 3 generations; immigrated from Holland</td>
<td>G (Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Farming entire life; can be traced back to start of family history</td>
<td>Y (38 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>18 yr farming; 3 generations farming</td>
<td>Y (38 yr ago; Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2.5 yr farming</td>
<td>G (Netherlands)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
Current AMU regulation is a complex mix of national and provincial laws as well as local by-laws (Canadian Veterinary Medical Association, 2021b). Current antimicrobial policy for dairy farmers in Alberta allows farmers to practice blanket DCT, maintain an on-farm pharmacy, and administer antimicrobials. Use of ceftiofur is permitted. As of December of 2018, new regulation stipulated that antimicrobials could no longer be purchased over-the-counter at feed stores and a valid veterinarian-client-patient relationship must be established before the sale of antimicrobials (Canadian Veterinary Medical Association, 2021a).

Religion

Although not all individuals in the dairy farming community are religious, religion is clearly part of the social fabric of this context. Of those who participate in religious activities, many were Dutch Reformed and worshiped each Sunday. After services, there were opportunities to meet other members of the congregation, reflect on the service, and strengthen community ties. As described by one participant, religion and social relationships are often linked in rural communities. Two participants shared that once Dutch dairy farmers immigrated to rural Alberta, they built their own communities and as one participant explained, because they were far from home and far from their families, the church served a familial role.

For participants who expressed strong ties to the religious community, their beliefs also influenced their approach to farming and laid the groundwork for on-farm decisions and practices. One participant explained, “When it comes to me and my worldview and my understanding for why [I] farm and how farming fits into my picture of society, it is ultimately, for me, a theological worldview that I use to answer those questions. So, it will be that I am commanded, we are commanded, to treat everybody with dignity and respect and take care of people. So, that means, in farming, I have to treat my employees with dignity and respect…and animals, they’re God’s creation. They are not mine to exploit” (P16). The same participant later connected his regard for animals to AMU. He stated, “For us, the Bible says, ‘The righteous man regards the life of his animal, takes care of his animal.’ . . . It’s a moral question, ultimately. Antibiotic use, to me, is ultimately a moral question.” Another farmer used his biblical understanding to state his identity, and the collective identity of farmers, as stewards of the land. “I think the Bible is very specific [that] we are stewards of the land. And, our job is to take care of [the land]…” (P15). Yet another par-
Participant highlighted the farmer’s role as a steward and drew a connection to the stewardly use of resources, specifically AMU. He stated, “[God] has given us abilities. He has given us resources. Our perspective is that we are supposed to use those resources and that we are supposed to be good stewards of them…If you are using more than you really need to in order to treat your sick animals, or if you are being excessive with it, then I would say that’s morally wrong” (P18).

Technology

Participants embraced technological innovation and strived for constant on-farm improvement. The focus on technological innovation was made clear through the ethnographic observation both on-farm and in regional conferences such as the Western Canadian Dairy Seminar (WCDS; Red Deer, AB, Canada). The first author’s initial introduction to the community and the field site was at WCDS, a farmer-focused research symposium. However, rather than walking into an auditorium filled with only research posters, the space was filled with individual vendors that offered novel technologies to improve on-farm efficiency and management. Farmers were observed visiting the booths and learning of new products on the market, while also conversing with other farmers about the products and new updates on their individual farms.

During the fieldwork, JAI was invited to an on-farm social gathering often held after a recent technological installation, or barn renovation. In this particular case, the host farmer had recently switched from a milking parlor to an automated milking system. He gave an informal tour, describing unique features and comparing it to other models. The high importance given to technological innovation was also evident during interviews, in which farmers discussed estrus detection, rumination, and activity monitors, as well as the wide range of data collected from these systems and how that improved decision-making, particularly as it re-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm</th>
<th>No. milking cows</th>
<th>No. farm workers</th>
<th>Milking system</th>
<th>Bulk tank SCC (1,000 cells/mL)</th>
<th>Method of dry cow therapy</th>
<th>Vaccinates herd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NF = 0; F = 5</td>
<td>Parlor, herringbone</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 2</td>
<td>Parlor, double 8 parallel (switching to AMS)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>B (would consider switching to S)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 4</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>90–100</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 3</td>
<td>Flat (walk-through)</td>
<td>80–150</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>NF = 0; F = 4</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>NF = 0; F = 4</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>B (discussing S with family)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>NF = 7; F = 2+adult children</td>
<td>Parlor, double 20 parallel</td>
<td>100–130</td>
<td>B (trying to switch to S)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>NF = 9; F = 5</td>
<td>Parlor, parallel</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>B (would consider switching to S)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>NF = 3; F = 1</td>
<td>Parlor, double 10 herringbone</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 2</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>NF = 10; F = 3</td>
<td>Parlor, double 10 parallel (rotary beginning March 2019)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>B (previously S, would reconsider S)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>NF = 1.5; F = 2</td>
<td>Parlor, double 10 parallel</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>NF = 0; F = 3</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>B (previously S)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 1</td>
<td>Rotary</td>
<td>~120</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 3</td>
<td>Parlor, swing 12 parabone</td>
<td>~120</td>
<td>B (previously S, plans to return to S)</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 3 adults + 4 children</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 1</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>NF = 8; F = 0</td>
<td>Rotary</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 4</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>NF = 6; F = 1 adult + 4 children</td>
<td>Parlor, double 10 parallel</td>
<td>175–225</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>150–155</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 3</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>300–320</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>NF = 1; F = 3</td>
<td>Parlor, double 10 parabone</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>NF = 7; F = 10+</td>
<td>Parlor, double 14 parallel</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>NF = 3; F = 0</td>
<td>Rotary</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NF = 0; F = 4</td>
<td>Automated milking system</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1NF = nonfamily members; F = family members.
2Self-reported bulk tank SCC (10^3 cells/mL).
3B = blanket dry cow therapy; S = selective dry cow therapy.
4Y = yes; N = no.
lated to AMU. During an interview, one participant shared, “I think if you want to use less antibiotics you have to invest in technology to know more about your cows” (P7).

**Family and Heritage**

**Multigenerational Farming.** As noted above, for most of the farmers in this study, farming is part of their cultural heritage—in either Canada, the Netherlands, or Switzerland (see Table 1). Most farmers are part of a farming tradition that extends back several generations, and most current operations involve contributions of multiple family members. Many of the farmers in this sample still maintained close ties to Holland via family and friends, many of whom were still involved in dairy farming. One farmer said, “I’ve been watching this field very carefully from Holland. That’s my country of origin. I still have family that farms there” (P16).

**Europe to Canada.** Dairy farmers who immigrated from Switzerland or the Netherlands did so with the intention to farm. One farmer who immigrated from the Netherlands stated, “I left the Netherlands because I was a small farmer in the space of trying to [develop] myself...You have competition in Holland from big farmers, and the regulations there, they got tougher and tougher. So, at the end, we decided we go to Canada. And not because we want to escape only the regulations, because we can handle regulations...But it’s more [that] we have more. Now the boys have a chance to farm” (P5). Others mentioned that farmers in the Netherlands felt increased pressure due to increasing regulations, which no longer made dairy farming enjoyable. One farmer who relocated from Switzerland said he too moved to Canada to farm, as “You can’t farm in Switzerland if it’s not in the family pretty much...You just can’t afford it” (P4). Another farmer from Switzerland shared, “In Switzerland, there’s no opportunity to farm anymore because there are too many government regulations. You farm for subsidies. You’re not profitable without subsidies. It is terrible and the rules are made by urban dwellers. And, they’re not feasible or economical half the time. And, the animal welfare requirements are unrealistic. And, it’s just, it became too much of a hassle” (P10).

**Built Environment**

A key aspect of the built environment is farm distribution; dairy farms in Alberta were described by participants as family farms that are geographically dispersed. According to farmers in this sample, the built environment in Alberta makes AMU policies, such as those implemented in some European countries which require the veterinarian to provide all on-farm medical treatments, impractical in this context. One farmer stated that the Netherlands and Denmark are, “smaller countries. I think it is easier to get around. I think Canada or the US..., we’re more spread out” (P1). Given the nature of the built environment, farmers were concerned about potential delays in time-sensitive medical treatment should future regulation require a veterinarian for administration of antimicrobials.

**Themes and Subthemes**

Five themes emerged from the thematic analysis. These were: (1) Values; (2) Lack of trust and misguided information; (3) Dairy farmers’ perspectives on AMR, (4) Dairy farmers’ perspectives on antimicrobial regulation; and (5) Dairy farmers’ perspectives on current AMU and stewardship.

**Theme 1: Values**

**Subtheme 1a: People Who Care.** Several key values were expressed by dairy farmers throughout the interview process and observed during the fieldwork. Dairy farmers in this sample can be described as people who care. They care about animal health and welfare, the environment, people and their community, and they take great pride in the safety and integrity of their product. One farmer shared, “Built into everybody is a genuine care for people. We are human beings that care” (P16).

**Subtheme 1b: Dairy Farmers as Autonomous Actors.** When asked about the impetus behind the desire to farm, participants offered a variety of responses including ones that pertained to the lifestyle that farming provides, a lifestyle that allows for time with family, stability, and for the individual to be creative, inventive, and challenge oneself. However, when asked what they valued most about being a dairy farmer, most responded with a version of, “I am my own boss” or simply, “my freedom.” For example, one farmer exclaimed, “You have all that freedom, right? Being your own boss” (P24). And yet another farmer shared, “It is a lot of us farmers because we like doing things our own way and we don’t like having anybody to really answer to. That’s kind of farm mentality, ‘It’s my farm. I will figure it out. I am going to do it my way’” (P15).

This value was explicitly reflected in concerns related to AMU regulation: “I hope [antimicrobials] will always stay available to us...You try to reduce as much as you can, as long as it is still available so you can act when you think you need it...” (P7). This freedom provides them with a sense of agency (i.e., the ability to act as
they see fit). This desire to remain autonomous applies to authority figures, and includes their veterinarians, as described by their concerns about the potential reliance on their veterinarian that specific AMU regulations would create (described in Subtheme 4a). However, strict independence from the veterinarian is not desired. The role of the veterinarian is significant in this context and discussed below (Subtheme 5c).

**Theme 2: Lack of Trust and Misguided Information**

*Subtheme 2a: Perceived Mutual Distrust Between Farmers and the Public.* Many farmers expressed frustration regarding both the general public and consumers’ perceptions of dairy farming. The general public, as referred to by the study sample, often, but not always refers to non-agricultural, urban dwellers. Consumers comprise a subset of the general public and therefore overarching societal perceptions are likely reflected in consumer ideology. Some feel unfairly blamed for environmental and health issues that affect society on a global scale. One stated that “Every major city in North America dumps more raw sewage into our water ways than all the farms across the entire continent…But do we address that problem? No! It’s the farmer’s fault. And farmers all across North America are . . . tired of being blamed for urban areas’ problems” (P3).

According to one farmer, “I think some of the farmers have lost a little trust in the consumers, and the consumers maybe lost a little bit of trust in the farmers…” (P6). He also provided a somewhat contradictory statement, suggesting he may be conflicted or hold multiple viewpoints when he added that “Generally, I think people do trust us to [do] a good job and [provide] a safe, wholesome product.” Concerned about the gap between farmers and consumers, he stated, “We have to close that gap between people consuming milk products and what we’re actually doing on the farm” (P6). Unfortunately, he and other farmers are not optimistic about achieving that outcome. Farmers noted the difficulties in trying to change consumer perception, despite repeated efforts to cultivate a positive image for the industry and to assure consumers of milk quality and safety. Additionally, farmers had increased frustration, particularly where they consider the consumer unable to see the “big picture” or misguided by antibiotic-free claims of other products, social media, and influential groups, which portray conventional farmers in a negative light.

The same farmer also stated that constant public criticism created an environment in which the producer is not open to change, but rather becomes more committed to his position. He shared, “…if we get criti-

cized long enough, you kind of get more radical with your stance, defending what you are doing instead of looking for a new approach to maybe change” (P6). He felt that this was unfortunate and occurring in many farming sectors. “We are so in the public eye now… A lot of times, you are kind of that monster who takes away the calves from their moms, has antibiotics, hormones, and pus in their milk…” (P6). He also described the difficulty in balancing the interests of the public against the welfare of the animal, drawing attention to consumer perceptions of the word “antibiotic.” He shared: “Even when you try to tell [the consumer you are treating to address] a clinical problem and [doing it] for the betterment of the animal, it’s still that word, [antibiotic], that’s out there and kind of harmful…” (P6). He weighed the 2 options. One option, he explained, would be to continue with current treatment practices and ensure that his animals are safe and the other is to “radically change” and trust that the public acknowledges this change. After weighing his options, he concluded, “But, I definitely think it’s important to really start a discussion about [antibiotic stewardship]... how it should happen, what we can really do... to make sure the animal is still safe” (P6).

Several farmers noted the growing detachment of the public from farms, noting most consumers have limited understanding of farm activities. Therefore, if policy makers implement new regulations that require reductions in AMU, farmers are dubious that consumers will be aware of the changes or that it will improve consumer perception of farmers.

We detected a view that consumer perceptions are essential, as without the consumer, there is no market. One farmer said, “As an industry…we’re always trying to get our message out. We do our due diligence. We want to make sure that, you, the consumer, [is] happy. And we’re always looking for consumer feedback” (P1). Although some regarded it as difficult or impossible to gain consumer trust, to others, it was critical.

*Subtheme 2b: Perceived Lack of Value for Farmer Knowledge, Experience, and Education, as Further Exacerbated by Implementation of “Extreme” Policies.* Farmers expressed frustration and disappointment with public perceptions, specifically in terms of their knowledge, education, and experience. Although generally supportive of reducing AMU to protect human health, one farmer, concerned about policy that would require a veterinarian to treat his cows, stated, “I think it totally takes away the experience and knowledge that the farmers already have… You are...essentially being told that you do not know what you are doing, and you just need to conform... If that were to happen, it would be very disappointing. I am sure there would be a better way to do it.”
(P2). Yet another farmer shared a similar perspective, but specifically mentioned frustration with consumer perceptions. He stated, “I think a lot of the consumers think farmers don’t know what they’re doing, they’re not educated, and that a lot of the non-farming people know better what’s supposed to be done than the farmers themselves. I think that’s a problem…I hope people understand that a lot of farmers are educated, and they do get training, right?” (P7). Yet another producer stated the need for public education regarding farmers as people, namely who they are and how they make decisions, while another shared his confidence in his ability to observe a cow’s clinical signs and treat accordingly.

**Theme 3: Dairy Farmers’ Perspectives on AMR**

**Subtheme 3a: Views of the Connection Between AMU in Agriculture and AMR in Humans.** Due to diligent following of mandatory milk safety protocols (i.e., withdrawal times, bulk tank testing for antimicrobial residue), some farmers were unclear on how dairy farming could contribute to AMR in humans with such protective measures already in place. Regarding changing on-farm AMU practices that may be linked to AMR in people, one farmer responded, “If I have proof that people are consuming milk and they are getting resistance to antibiotics because of it, maybe I’ll change my tune. But I do not believe that’s happening” (P3).

Others were less skeptical of the connection, did not consider consumer concerns to be unreasonable, or were very aware of AMR, at least as it pertained to their herd. To prevent AMR, one farmer treated with a maximum of 2 antimicrobials prior to culling and was very clear on decision-making regarding treatments, culling, communication, and expectations with employees regarding treatments and milking. This farmer stated, “If it’s *Staph*, it’s never going to be fixed, so you give a cow a chance, but not continuously trying again and again. I think that’s important to me. And that’s how you build resistance too” (P7). Others noted a generational discrepancy in terms of awareness regarding the topic, with younger farmers being more cognizant of growing global health issues, compared with their parents. One farmer said, “I think there’s a bit of a generational difference, too, though. Me and [my husband’s] generation, we’re more concerned about those issues than my parents’ and [his] parents’ generation” (P5).

**Subtheme 3b: Lack of Clear Information Surrounding Pathways of AMR and Connection to Milk Safety and Procedures.** Farmers were frustrated by a lack of clear information regarding the pathway by which AMU on dairy farms may pose a public health concern. One farmer shared, “…they act like we’re shipping milk and meat with antibiotics in [it]. I’m kind of like, ‘No, there’s not. You’re not allowed to do that.’ And, in the milk, it doesn’t work because you can’t make cheese, you can’t make yogurt, you can’t make anything. So, there are no antibiotics in it” (P9). Participants take great pride in meeting Canadian standards. Many responded with arguments that milk was safe and free from antibiotic residue; they can attest to this because when they administer an antimicrobial to a lactating cow, they must adhere to strict withdrawal times or risk hefty penalties. One farmer stated, “…we don’t have issues with residues because we have withdrawal periods. The producer should be free—as long as he practices the researched withdrawal periods on drugs, he can use as much as he wants. There should be no issues” (P8). Another farmer questioned the sensitivity of the meat and milk withdrawal times. “Our milk tests and meat tests, are they good enough in this country?” (P25). Even though the response to the interview itself served as support for the lack of clarity surrounding the connection between AMU in animals and concerns of AMR in humans, one farmer clearly articulated that, “I think it comes down to the science of it. Like, where is the problem exactly?” (P18).

**Theme 4: Dairy Farmers’ Perspectives on Antimicrobial Regulation**

**Subtheme 4a: Resistance to Increased Regulation as Fueled by Concerns of “Becoming Europe.”** When discussing AMU during a Saturday afternoon community gathering, one farmer stated, “We are becoming Europe.” Another shared, “The thing is, they keep saying, ‘This regulation program is going to be the answer.’ Now we have another regulation program coming in. Is it ever going to stop? No. We are going to get to be the Netherlands shortly” (P3). These concerns were consistently expressed in interviews and informal discussions. Many were specifically concerned that Canada might adopt protocols similar to those in some European countries, such as the requirement that a veterinarian administer all treatments, and that this would be expensive and reduce animal welfare. For example, “I hope we don’t come to the point of Europe and we need to have a vet to administer every drug, because I believe dairy farmers will lose a lot of money. If that ever happens, I don’t know if we will have enough veterinarians to do that. And then, I can see a lot of farms going the opposite way. I can see things getting really bad, because they won’t be treating sick cows” (P3). Farmers were similarly concerned about overall limits on AMU. One stated, “My biggest worry is if you do it the way Holland did it, where you limit how much
you can use per year by limiting access, your animal welfare suffers” (P10).

Perceptions of farming regulations in Europe were not always explicit. One producer who stated that he would want to work to prevent Canada from taking a route where a veterinarian is needed for each treatment, also shared that he decided to switch from blanket to selective DCT based on European-based literature that outlined parameters to consider when deciding to treat. In his particular case, some aspects of European protocols were desirable, but, in other cases, too extreme. For example, he later stated, “I think Denmark is to the extreme” (P1).

Participants in the sample also expressed concerns regarding regulations that would require prescription per animal. One participant, whose parents farm in Holland, said, “It would be nice if we don’t get prescription per cow. Because that is how they do it in Holland now.” However, the same farmer also shared that we could learn from farmers’ experiences in Europe. In reference to switching to selective DCT, he stated, “In the beginning, there were big disasters [in Holland] and people said that it’s never going to work. And now, it seems like everybody’s doing it because they have to.” He added that, “If Holland and Europe do it now first, then we can learn from that. And if it works over there, we can also implement it here” (P9).

One family supported stricter regulations in Holland. A family member shared, “Sometimes the issue is that farmers don’t get pushed too hard to think differently…They’ve been pushing in Holland like crazy, and look, … they do better than us here. If you talk antibiotics, if you talk about environmental things…everything is recorded, from bringing manure to fertilizer on the ground, cows and milk you sell, it’s all on paper. So, the push for them to do better is harder.” Another member of this family added, “They’ve cut antibiotic use in half there… Maybe Europe is ahead a bit… trying to be proactive” (P5).

**Subtheme 4b: Frustration with Impractical Policies.** Overall, farmers expressed great frustration with policies perceived as impractical or illogical, that do not create meaningful change at a societal level, do not improve on-farm management, or do not make economic sense. Many farmers spoke of the proAction Initiative (http://dairyfarmers.ca/proaction) and the Canadian Quality Milk Program (http://dairycheq.com/about/quality-milk/), 2 programs implemented by farmer-run organizations. Although most agreed these programs served a purpose, even if just to maintain consumer trust, some were displeased with specific requirements, especially paperwork, as it did not improve on-farm management. One farmer stated, “I can guarantee you one thing. If farmers created this program, there would be no paperwork. Or limited paperwork” (P3). It is noteworthy that by “farmers” he was referring to those farmers who actively participate in daily chores and on-farm work. Additionally, it is important that new regulations make economic sense and alternatives are provided. One farmer shared, “It has to make economic sense, and then after that you have to do what’s right. But, they have to come up with alternative[s] before they [implement] change[s]” (P9).

One farmer’s concerns were regarding the potential for arbitrary and absolute reductions in AMU and with the prospect of authorities not acknowledging previous efforts. He stated, “If we’re already treating case by case, how can you tell me, ‘Oh, you have to reduce it.’ Well, why do I have to reduce it from this point? What if I’ve reduced it already from 5 years ago? … It is hard when you’ve already reduced, it can be difficult to reduce more.” Regarding absolute reductions in use, he said, “… why should there be a set level? Why should we decide, ‘Okay, we are going to reduce 50%?’ How come 50% is okay? Why shouldn’t it be 75 or 25? It’s just a number somebody picks because it sounds good” (P4).

Whereas some of the farmers interviewed expressed concern about new AMU regulations, others did not appear to share these views and one stated, “I think too many people are always set in their ways. ‘This is how we’ve always done it.’ … People have to start being more open to what’s out there…the farmer needs to be a little more proactive and say, ‘You know, the consumer’s demanding this and this.’ Maybe we just need to change and do [away with the], ‘This is the way we’ve always done it attitude.’ We need to change to a more progressive, open attitude” (P5).

**Subtheme 4c: Antimicrobial Regulations Fueld by Consumer Perception and Not Science.** Some producers thought it was unlikely for increased regulation to be scientifically driven but rather to be influenced by misinformed consumers in urban centers with little knowledge of industry standards. One said, “[Consumers] influence policy and government…and that’s where all regulations come from…very little of it is science-based… I think everything we do should be completely science-based… And if we don’t do the scientific research, we don’t have anything to push with. But I don’t think it has near the influence or power that it should” (P4). Another acknowledged social pressure but did not think it affected regulations.

Another farmer was quite skeptical of underlying drivers to switch from blanket to selective DCT. He articulated that the primary impetus would be economic and to demonstrate reduced AMU to the public. However, he questioned the human health benefits, suggesting that, although potentially cost effective, it would...
not be a meaningful change and could be considered public deception. He cited recent work which suggested that intramammary use in dairy cows was not directly linked to AMR in humans. “I just think we can save ourselves some money doing it. It’s an economic reason for us. It’s not because of antibiotic usage. Because blanket dry cow treatment has nothing to do with resistance. Research has shown that blanket dry cow treatment is not related to resistance… There’s a public health perception, but it’s a false one” (P8). Regarding future antimicrobial regulation changes, he said, “If you want to affect numbers, go from blanket treatment to selective dry cow treatment. That will get huge effect on numbers. But will it have an effect on antimicrobial resistance?... I don’t think so. Not based on what the research says, anyways. It would be misleading. There would be a deception to the public if you went from blanket to selective to deceive the public into thinking antimicrobial usage is reduced in a way that will affect resistance. It will show a decrease, so the public might be happy, but it’s deceptive.” Regarding antimicrobial reduction, he later said, “I want to do it because it does something, not because it makes people feel good” (P8).

Theme 5: Dairy Farmers’ Perspectives on Current AMU and Stewardship

Subtheme 5a: Antimicrobials as Tools with Value in Support of Animal Welfare. Antimicrobials can be understood as valuable tools, to support animal welfare. Some dairy farmers shared concerns of the negative effects that changes to AMU and regulation would have on animal health and welfare. For some, antimicrobials enabled them to act in the best interest of the animal and as dairy farmers, they considered that their responsibility, as the animal cannot act in its own best interest. Many expressed frustrations with “antibiotic-free” campaigns, as they implied that all other animal products contain antimicrobials and abstaining from AMU is preferred. One participant shared that the message implicit in this advertising does not recognize that when a cow is sick, she deserves to be treated. Another shared, “...You can’t tell an organic guy who’s got a pneumonia cow or a cow with mastitis, ‘No, you can’t use any antibiotics.’ ...I think that’s an animal welfare issue... As dairymen, we have to do what we can to save an animal...” (P1).

However, not all were concerned with what the prospect of increased regulation or pressure for reduced use would mean for animal welfare. Instead, one family attributed poor management and subsequent effects on animal welfare as related to increased AMU. They shared that the issue was not AMU. The issue was management and the demands of animal production. They stated, “I think if we keep our cows in the situations they are in today, on concrete, on rubber mats, in the barn all the time, and on silage all the time, I don’t think you can reduce [AMU] by much” (P5). If regulations increased, they thought it would encourage farmers to consider other options “outside the antimicrobial box.” In reference to increasing regulation, they noted, “…farmers [would] have to think harder how to solve a problem.” They also added, “When there’s a Band-Aid solution, people can let things go… But when you know there are those regulations, I think there will be more people who will [take] … more preventative [steps]” (P5).

Subtheme 5b: Antimicrobials Provide a Sense of Safety, Act as an Insurance Policy. Antimicrobials are arguably also a tool to deal with uncertainty or unpredictability. For example, one farmer noted that disease outbreaks can be unexpected. “I think most farmers already would like to reduce as much as they can... but you never know what happens, right? That’s the problem, you never know what’s coming next. You might try to line everything up well and then something unexpected happens. You get a whole bunch of pneumonia or you get diarrhea” (P7).

Blanket treatments (e.g., DCT or calf pneumonia) can serve as a safety net. Regarding blanket DCT, one farmer shared, “Animal welfare-wise, I think optimal is still blanket treatment because you have no holes in the wall...If you look at blanket treatment as a big wall to help prevent mastitis, you have no holes there, nothing gets through because it’s a complete wall, right?” (P8) When discussing blanket treatments, it was clear that for some farmers it provided a sense of safety, assuring them that their cows were protected against disease and they against financial losses. One farmer mentioned that although blanket treating acts as insurance, it may be unnecessary. He stated, “… On one side, it’s kind of a blanket insurance ... and on the other hand, it just doesn’t make a whole lot of sense...You do a lot of things sometimes to make sure nothing happens, to protect the animal...not really knowing, if you move away from this, is it going to really be a problem? Is it not?...That’s why it kind of gives me a better feeling [to use it]” (P6).

Ceftiofur (Excenel, Zoetis) is a third-generation cephalosporin. Third-generation cephalosporins have been identified as high-priority critically important antimicrobials for human health, due to limited alternative therapies, particularly for the treatment of Salmonella spp. and Escherichia coli infections in children (World Health Organization, 2018). It is a significant antimicrobial in this context and was discussed frequently in interviews. Similar to blanket treatments, it provides a sense of safety due to its label for zero-day milk with-
The purpose of this study was to gain a contextualized understanding of Albertan dairy farmers’ perceptions of AMU and prospective AMU regulation. We sought to achieve this objective via ethnographic fieldwork that used semi-structured interviews in combination with direct and participant observation. Four of the most salient takeaways are: (1) Most farmers in this sample immigrated from or were the direct descendants of those who immigrated from the Netherlands or Switzerland. The underlying drivers of this migration and the lived experience surrounding it play a key role in their perceptions of future AMU regulation; (2) They highly value their autonomy; (3) We observed variable skepticism in the farming community about the link between AMU in dairy cattle and AMR in humans; and (4) We detected concern that prospective regulations will be driven by misguided consumers, rather than scientifically supported evidence. In this section, we consider those takeaways as informed by ethnographic fieldwork conducted by the first author (JAI) and in light of related work abroad and in Canada.

In reflecting upon the fieldwork, the Albertan dairy community to the Netherlands (and in 3 cases, Switzerland) was apparent throughout the fieldwork and informed the dairy farmers’ beliefs concerning AMU in Alberta. For some individuals in the sample, having a previous context by which to reference provided a comparison for changing AMU regulations in Alberta. For example, as stated in the results, the perspectives of those who had family members already practicing selective DCT in the Netherlands were influenced by the experiences of their family members with the adoption of these practices. In some ways, this positively affected their perceptions, allowing them to see the feasibility of the practice, while also giving them insight into the potential pitfalls that may arise during the adoption of new practices.

Upon entry into the community, it was immediately apparent to the first author (JAI) that the community maintained extensive ties to its European roots. The historical, cultural, and familial connections of the community to the Netherlands (and in 3 cases, Switzerland) was apparent throughout the fieldwork and informed the dairy farmers’ beliefs concerning AMU in Alberta. For some individuals in the sample, having a previous context by which to reference provided a comparison for changing AMU regulations in Alberta. For example, as stated in the results, the perspectives of those who had family members already practicing selective DCT in the Netherlands were influenced by the experiences of their family members with the adoption of these practices. In some ways, this positively affected their perceptions, allowing them to see the feasibility of the practice, while also giving them insight into the potential pitfalls that may arise during the adoption of new practices.

Insights gleaned from the fieldwork revealed that the desire for autonomy stemmed from their collective lived experience as dairy farmers in the Netherlands and Switzerland. Even though not all participants emigrated from Europe, the cultural diffusion of this value was pervasive in the community and arguably underpins the community’s concern about specific AMU regulations that would restrict their autonomy. In reflecting upon the fieldwork, the Albertan dairy farmer in this community felt encroached upon in [their] farming past. As described by those who emigrated from the Netherlands, there was not much land. One farm was positioned between 2 others, leaving little space for expansion. Regulations on farming were increasing and authorities had more of an influence over on-farm practices. Farming no longer represented a livelihood that was exciting. At that time, a dairy farming future in Alberta offered the potential for independence, the propensity for financial gain and stability, land, and the opportunity to achieve shared goals, yet do so in unique, creative ways that were farm- and family-specific.
Similar to dairy farmers in the Netherlands (Kramer et al., 2017), there is concern about future antimicrobial regulation and community members hope antimicrobials will remain available to them. The desire for autonomy will undoubtedly affect the uptake of new practices in Alberta and their perception of future regulation. As described in the results, regulations that threaten to restrict their autonomy, such as policies that (1) place restrictions on antimicrobials with zero-day milk withdrawal, while offering no suitable alternatives, or that (2) require prescription per animal or (3) a veterinarian to administer each dose, would not be well-suited for this community and would ultimately serve to hinder research and policy initiatives aimed at improving antimicrobial stewardship.

In reflecting upon the interview process and informal discussions that had in the context of the ethnographic fieldwork, the interviewer (JAI) came to understand that the interview itself revealed an important gap. That is, the conviction of the responses regarding questions about milk safety protocols brought to light the misconception among farmers of the underlying pathways of acquiring AMR. More specifically, many farmers assumed that the global health challenge was exclusively due to contamination of the food supply (e.g., the milk supply), but seemed to be unaware of other pathways that may increase AMR (i.e., environmental contamination via run-off or manure on crops). Therefore, the incongruency, at least partially, lies in the misguidance notion that AMR has become a burden for humans strictly due to eating unsafe food. The lack of clear information regarding the pathways has the potential to lead to substantial frustration, and worse, skepticism regarding the link between AMU in dairy cattle and AMR in humans, on the part of the farmers, who feel they are working diligently to secure the safety of the milk supply. Skepticism regarding the link between AMU in agriculture and AMR in humans has also been noted by other studies, in which only 10% of Canadian respondents and 6% of farmers in England and Wales agreed that AMR in humans is linked to AMU in agriculture (Young et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2015). The lack of clear information provided to dairy farmers can undermine best efforts to improve antimicrobial stewardship. Therefore, a key point for future intervention is further explanation, to the extent that it is known, of the mechanism(s) by which AMU in dairy farming poses a risk for the development of AMR in humans, recognizing that the scientific link is complex.

Further clarification of the above-mentioned point may also work to lessen farmers’ concerns of prospective AMU regulation being driven by uninformed consumers and not based on scientific evidence, an idea which likely stems from the perceived ongoing mutual distrust between the farmer and the public. The perceived distrust was also evident via informal discussions throughout the ethnographic fieldwork in which the consumer was described as an urban dweller, far both geographically and due to the existing emotional and knowledge gaps from the farmer. Similar to the emotional gap present between society and dairy farmers in Germany, the Netherlands, and Sweden (Swinkels et al., 2015; Fischer et al., 2019), those in our sample are concerned that the consumer has little knowledge or appreciation of daily on-farm occurrences, on-farm decision-making processes, and the extensive knowledge and expertise of the farmer. The line between self and “other” appeared to be stark, with local political movements to push against farming land restrictions serving as a manifestation of such distrust.

Although recent work conducted with dairy farmers in Ontario and New Brunswick suggests there are several views concerning AMU reduction among dairy farmers in that context, some ideas were expressed more consistently and there is notable overlap with the findings of the current study (Cobo-Angel et al., 2021). Farmers in Ontario and New Brunswick expressed concerns that there is the expectation of reducing use placed on them by both consumers and the general public. However, they are skeptical of whether these 2 stakeholders are informed about the daily work and responsibilities involved in dairy farming. This potential disconnect may be leading to the expectation of reduction. Other farmers shared that they were unlikely to implement changes related to AMU reduction without new policy that enforced it, an idea also expressed by several participants in this study (Cobo-Angel et al., 2021). On the contrary, one key aspect of the context, that is, the supply management system, may help to promote antimicrobial stewardship. As learned via the ethnographic fieldwork, the supply management system creates economic stability and allows for a more resilient industry. Therefore, farmers may be more willing to engage in new practices with uncertain outcomes, such as ones that include more prudent AMU.

The role of the veterinarian in on-farm decision-making has been made clear by previous studies in Alberta.
as they are one of the key sources via which farmers gain new information (Ritter et al., 2015). Relationships with herd veterinarians are therefore also an important aspect of the context. Based on ethnographic observations, the veterinarians of farmers in this sample previously did not play a strong role in encouraging farmers to more prudentely use antimicrobials. However, insights gleaned through the fieldwork suggested that more recently they have begun to encourage on-farm bacterial culture before treatment and support the switch from blanket to selective DCT, which in the case of at least one veterinarian was surprising to his clients as he previously advocated for blanket DCT. Although farmers in this sample were largely autonomous actors, it was clear that the veterinarian was a trusted member of the operation and advice from the veterinarian would be thoughtfully considered and welcomed. Additionally, given the lack of trust in policies perceived to be consumer-driven, buy-in from herd veterinarians would likely be required to promote farmer adherence to antimicrobial recommendations.

This work seeks to understand the variables which influence farmers’ decisions about AMU. Useful here is work by behavioral economist and psychologists on decision-making, including, notably, that of Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Thaler (1980, 1985). These authors point out that until relatively recently, many behavioral scientists subscribed to utility theory, a view that holds that people are rational actors who make decisions strictly in accordance with logic and reasoning. Work by Kahneman and Tversky originating in the 1960s, Thaler in the 1980s, suggested otherwise: people are only rarely rational actors, a finding known as prospect theory. Prospect theory has been subsequently supported by a robust body of work in the social sciences (Brosnan and De Waal, 2003; Sapolsky, 2017). In short, this work finds that utility theory is myopic in its failure to take into account the role of other factors that shape decisions, including emotion and broader cultural influences. Hence, prospect theory tells us that the assumption by veterinarians and public health experts that dairy farmers will follow their recommendations as it “makes logical sense” is likely misguided. Rather, these recommendations will be considered by farmers in light of their personal experience, emotions, and cultural context. Given this, the advice provided by public health experts and veterinarians may well be useful and the dairy farmer may well have a complete understanding of the rationale for the advice, but these 2 facts alone may have little effect on their behavior.

Farmers in this study express a range of views about dairy farming in general and AMU in particular. With knowledge of these views in hand, policy makers concerned about AMU may more effectively address their concerns. For example, these policy makers may endeavor to provide a clear summary of the state of the science on the relationship between AMU in dairy cows and AMR in the human population. Such a summary should note that the authors appreciate the dairy farmers’ skepticism. As well, policy makers may find dairy farmers more receptive to policy if they take the time to meet with the farmers to appreciate their knowledge and training, dedication to their work, and their approach to on-farm decision-making.

By elucidating the relevant perceptions, lived experiences, and values of the community, we are better positioned to develop AMU policies that are context-specific and therefore, sustainable, and effective within a given community. More broadly, this work serves to further the development of the integration of social science and veterinary medicine under the One Health paradigm. The potential implications of this integration are widespread; the integration, and more specifically the implementation of anthropological tools, can be used to further our understanding of the social contexts surrounding emerging veterinary medical health challenges across all food production sectors. By expanding our understanding of these contexts, we are working to secure the health of human, animal, and environmental communities affected by these systems.

**Strengths**

Semi-structured interviews and ethnographic fieldwork (i.e., direct and participant observations) were used to uncover dairy farmers’ perceptions surrounding AMU, AMR, and regulations. These perceptions, engendered by sociocultural and political-economic contexts, are essential to understanding the behavior of AMU. The ethnographic fieldwork component is one of the greatest strengths of the study, as it allowed the researcher to build relationships and trust within the community, which is not feasible through most other methods. Many studies on this topic used surveys (Young et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2015; Vasquez et al., 2019). However, this study used semi-structured interviews, which enabled farmers to express themselves in their own way and to respond to topics of greatest interest. Semi-structured interviews also allowed for probing by the researcher, which would not be available in a survey. As AMU is considered a sensitive topic in agriculture, it is possible that participants may provide socially desirable responses, particularly via survey response, where there is no rapport between the researcher and participant. However, because the current interviews were conducted within the context of ethnographic fieldwork, it is likely that the farmers felt more comfortable to openly share their thoughts.
Additionally, insights gleaned through the fieldwork were used to contextualize the perceptions shared via the interviews.

**Limitations**

A strength of ethnographic research is the depth of understanding it can provide, but this also results in limitations. In light of this, we suggest quantitative analyses be conducted with increased sample size to test the hypotheses that arose from this study. As well, because snowball sampling was used and participants primarily consisted of dairy farmers in a small area, it cannot be assumed that the results of this study are generalizable to all dairy farmers in Alberta. It is also possible that the interviewed farmers differed in their perceptions of AMU and AMR from those that did not agree to participate, leading to selection bias. Finally, interviewer bias may have been introduced via the unintentional use of leading questions, and it is also possible that the researcher’s perceptions on the topic may have influenced identified themes.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Many dairy farmers in this sample (1) value their autonomy and hope to maintain agency regarding AMU; (2) have shared cultural and immigrant identities which may inform their perspectives of future AMU regulation as it relates to their farming autonomy; (3) feel that certain AMU policies implemented in other contexts would be impractical in Alberta and would constrain their freedom to make what they perceive to be the best animal welfare decisions; (4) believe that their knowledge and experience are undervalued by consumers and policy makers; (5) are concerned that the public does not have a complex understanding of dairy farming and, consequently, worry that AMU policy will be based on misguided consumer concerns; and (6) are variably skeptical of a link between AMU in dairy cattle and AMR in humans due to their strict adherence to milk safety protocols that is driven by their genuine care for the integrity of the product. The current study begins to consider contextualization of AMU in the dairy industry. Future studies on this topic would benefit from a deeper understanding of societal and cultural infrastructures that support AMU and of the culture of intensive dairy farming. Society would likely benefit more from a greater emphasis on increasing antimicrobial stewardship than it would from absolute reductions in AMU. Finally, future research should be directed away from educational interventions as previous health research has already made evident that awareness does not necessarily lead to behavior change.

Instead, research on how best to use context-specific information to inform policy on AMU might be an area for further development.
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